Abstract-Increasing energy prices and the greenhouse effect lead to more awareness of energy efficiency of electricity supply. During the last years, a lot of domestic technologies have been developed to improve this efficiency. These technologies on their own already improve the efficiency, but more can be gained by a combined management. Multiple optimization objectives can be used to improve the efficiency, from peak shaving and Virtual Power Plant (VPP) to adapting to fluctuating generation of wind turbines.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing energy prices and the greenhouse effect more efficient electricity production is desirable, preferably based on renewable sources. In the last years, a lot of technologies have been developed to improve the efficiency of the electricity usage and supply. One of the most eye catching technologies is generation based on renewable sources like large windturbine and photovoltaic (PV) parks. Also on domestic level a lot of technologies are in development. These technologies range from PV on roofs and micro Combined Heat and Power (microCHP) [1] upto controllable appliances [2] . The technologies can be subdivided in three groups:
• Distributed Generation (DG) In contrast to electricity generation in a few large power plants a growing share of the electricity is generated in smaller, geographically distributed generators. DG often has a higher efficiency or is based on renewable sources. Furthermore DG lowers transportation costs due to on site production. The DG generators range from windparks and bio-fuel plants on a megawatt level to domestic generators. Domestic generators are electricity generators on a kilowatt level placed in or nearby houses. The advantage of these domestic generators is that they are based on renewables sources (wind, sun) or they have a higher energy-efficiency (microCHP). These generators can produce heat and/or electricity.
• Distributed Electricity storage Especially with a growing amount of renewable sources in the electricity supply chain there is a growing demand for electricity storage [3] . Sometimes electricity can be produced more efficiently (e.g. at night) or only at certain times it is not needed (e.g. wind, sun) and thus needs to be stored. Large capacity electricity storage is difficult and has high losses, so distributed electricity storage may be a solution.
In the MyGrid project hardware is developed to manage domestic electricity streams and store electricity within houses 1 .
• Demand side load management Large fluctuations in the load on the grid require fast adaptable but less efficient power plants (peak plants). Therefore, demand side load management can increase the generation efficiency by peak shaving [4] and by shifting load to more beneficial periods [5] . Parts of an appliance (e.g. the heating element of a dryer) can be temporarily switched off or the start of an appliance can be postponed [2] . About 50% of the load in houses is dedicated to refridgerators, freezers, heaters, washing machines and dryers [6] . These appliances can be managed with only a little discomfort for the residents in contradiction to for example lights and a television. Field tests in the USA have shown that optimizatios with these appliances already can lead to significant peak reductions [2] . Altough all these three technologies already increase the energy efficiency, cooperation between the technologies and the existing infrastructure may lead to additional benefits. With an overall control algorithm optimizing the behavior of the domestic technologies even more efficiency can be gained. Such a control algorithm can have a local and a global scope. Within the local scope a single house is managed, within a global scope multiple houses are managed.
Next to increasing efficiency, a global control can also enhance the reliablity of supply [7] , [8] . Various global controlling algorithms and products are developed both commercially 2 and from a more research point of view [6] , [9] , [10] . Three of these research algorithms are discussed in the next section in more detail.
Global controlling algorithms can have different optimization objectives, depending on the stakeholder of the global controller. A grid controller for example prefers to optimize the reliability of supply, a utility company prefers to balance demand and generation where the government likes to optimize efficiency. In general four different types of objectives can be identified:
• React on fluctuation of renewable sources A disadvantage of several renewable sources is that the generation is less controllable and rather fluctuating, e.g. the electricity production of a windmill depends on the windspeed.
• Peak shaving High peaks in the demand to be supplied from the grid decrease the efficiency of supply and requires more generation capacity. These peaks can be lowered by global optimizations.
• Build Virtual Power Plants (VPP) A large number of microgenerators can deliver the same amount of electricity as a large power plant and can actually replace a power plant. An advantage of a VPP is that it can react faster on fluctuations and, therefore, can replace a peak plant or overcome generation/supply mismatches [11] .
• Islanded operation/building microgrids The grid can be divided in clusters of a single houses (islanding) or streets, neighborhoods, cities, etc. (microgrids) [10] , [12] . The energy production, usage and storage within these clusters can be balanced. Such a cluster then may become self-supporting or has only a small amount of import of electricity. The first option can be an ultimate goal for DG or is even necessary in case of a power outage. The second option can be part of the previous three objectives. In this paper a local controlling algorithm is proposed to control domestic electricity and heat demand, as well as the generation and storage of heat and electricity. The algorithm divides the planning horizon into intervals and at the beginning of each interval a planning is made for that interval. This planning is based on the current state of the system and on the external condition on that moment (e.g. heat demand). The basic goal of this controller is to supply all heat and electricity demand without loss of comfort. Furthermore, the aim is to develop a local controller which is able to react on signals from a global controller to be able to support global optimizations. The combination of local and global controllers results in a Smart Grid [7] solution, controlling central power plants, non-domestic DG, non-domestic buffers and domestic imports/exports. Taking into account the continuous development of technologies mentioned above and different combinations of them in houses, the developed method has to be generic. To verify the quality of the controller, a simulator has been developped and used with various scenarios.
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows. The next section gives an overview of the relevant related work. In Section III a discription of the underlying model is given and Section IV presents the proposed control algorithm. Simulations of the algorithm are given in Section V and in Section VI the results are discussed. Section VII concludes this paper with a discussion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
In [6] a market mechanism for energy allocation in microCHP grids is described. The grid is split up into Combined Heat and Power Micro Energy Grids (CHPMEG) that are loosely connected to the large-scale power grid. Within a CHPMEG producers and consumers trade their energy on a local market. The controllers of these CHPMEGs ensure that the prices are leveled within the large-scale power grid. Within the CHPMEG every producer gives its minimum energy price and every consumer its maximum bidding. The best combination of producers and consumers is determined by a mixed-integer optimization problem in every time interval. The energy storage is coupled to producers so they can deliver a part of their production to consumers and store the rest.
The Energy research Center of the Netherlands (ECN) proposes a Powermatcher in [9] . They expect a shift from the current central grid coordination to a distributed coordination. The Powermatcher is a multi-agent system with micro-economic principles resulting in a marked-based control concept for electricity supply and demand matching. Every producer, consumer and storage device is an agent. Supply/demand matching is organized in a hierarchical manner. To solve the problem of dependencies in production/consumption in consecutive time intervals they allow agents to bid not only for the next time interval, but also for (a limited number of) future intervals depending on whether they are allowed to produce/consume.
The Micro Grid Management System described in [10] is an agent based system for scheduling electricity production, storage and consumption with multiple types of agents. A micro grid is defined as a set of generators, storage devices and loads. Within a micro grid three types of agents are present: a source agent for every generator, a load agent for every load and a control agent. These agents themself are again built up by multiple agents. Based on forecasting schedules are created by the control agent. Based on these schedules it is decided which generators are switched on and which loads are supplied. A secondary control system controls and optimizes the electricity streams between micro grids.
The Gridwise Alliance [2] is a consortium of public and private stakeholders with a shared vision of a more efficient and cost effective energy generation, distribution and consumption. This consortium carried out a large scale test in Peninsula with their smart grid management system controlling DG and loads. Multiple technologies are used to control the generators and loads, for every type of generator and load a fitting technology is developed. Pricing signals on a local energy price market are used to steer the electricity production and consumption with an auction principle. The tests showed an average peak reduction of up to 30%.
The main differences of these approaches with the proposed control method in this paper are the combination of heat and electricity, the partition in a global and a local controller, the generic solution for all types of domestic technologies and the use of mathematical optimization techniques.
III. DOMESTIC ENERGY STREAMS
The model of a single house is shown in Figure 1 . Every house consists of (several) micro-generators, heat and electricity buffers, appliances and a local controller. Multiple houses are combined into a grid, exchanging electricity and information between the houses.
Electricity can be imported from and exported into the grid. Heat is produced, stored and used only within the house. All domestic heat and electricity devices are divided into three groups:
• Producers produce electricity and/or heat. All available micro-generators are modelled in this way, considering that the generation can be zero or even negative. A microCHP device produces electricity and heat, a Photo Voltaic produces only electricity where a conventional electric heater generates heat with a negative electricity production.
• Buffers store electricity and/or heat. When there is more energy production than consumption (and export) there is a surplus that flows into (one of) the buffers. A shortage (more consumption than production and import) flows out of (one of) the buffers.
• Consumers can consume electricity and/or heat. All consumers are modelled within this group, from fridges and coffeemakers to central heating and hot tapwater. Every producer, buffer and consumer is called a device. Heat and electricity production is usually coupled on device level. For example some producers produce heat and electricity at the same time, hence production of heat and electricity are then coupled. A microCHP does either produce heat and electricity or nothing at all. The same holds for consuming devices, e.g. a hotfill washing machine. A more detailed description of the model can be found in [13] .
Within the model, the planning horizon is discretisized resulting in a set of consecutive time intervals. The number of intervals depends on the length of the planning horizon and the length of the intervals.
IV. ENERGY MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
The goal of the local energy management methodology is to make a generic solution for different (future) domestic technologies and house configurations. Furthermore, multiple scenarios should be possible, e.g. islanded scenario or houses connected to the grid. All these scenarios have to be covered by the methodology.
The primary functionality is to control the domestic generation and buffering technologies in such a way that they are used in a proper way and the heat and electricity supply is guaranteed for the house owners. The scheduling freedom of the domestic devices within these constraints can be used for optimizations. More scheduling freedom can be gained when residents are willing to decrease their comfort level. For example by accepting a temperature interval instead of a fixed temperature (scheduling freedom in heat production) or by accepting a deadline on the finish time of a washing machine instead of an exact starttime. This (small) decrease in comfort should lead to some benefits for the residents, e.g. by a reduced electricity bill.
Objectives
to include combined heat/electricity producers and consumers. 5) Agreement between local and global controller by responding on steering signals and send status information. 6) Online scheduling possibilities for instantaneous matching of supply and demand and to respond on steering signals.
A. Algorithm
This subsection present an algorithm to control the devices in a single house. The algorithm is decomposed in time and is executed iterativly every time interval with parameters determined at the beginning of the time interval. Note that some of the parameters may be influenced by the solutions of former time intervals.
The first constraint for the algorithm is that the demand and supply within the house must match. The demand is defined as the sum of the heat and electricity demand of all consumers. This demand is given as an input parameter and can be matched with 1) import from the grid, 2) production by generators, 3) the buffers and 4) switching off consumers (not providing them). Switching off a device is seen as matching its demand (the demand is an input parameter and thus should not change). Every matching has a certain cost associated with it. When the sum of the four possibilities 1), 2), 3) and 4) gives more heat and/or electricity than the demand, the corresponding energy flows to a buffer and/or to the grid. Delivering energy to the grid or a buffer is seen as negative matching and leads to negative costs (reward).
Since every device in the house and the grid can match a certain amount of energy demand (optionally zero) for a certain cost and energy flowing to a buffer or the grid is seen as negative matching, all devices can be treated with the same definition of a cost function. Following to this setup, the algorithm has to find an optimal combination of matching sources within a homogeneous set of cost functions.
The cost functions for the devices are assumed to be generic to be able to apply the approach to different technologies. Furthermore, they have to be determined for every time interval seperately, since the production capacity, demand, buffer status and the costs can fluctuate over time. Finally, the global controller can send information about the cost function of the grid to the local controller as steering signals. Combining these local and global information, leads to a concrete cost functions in each time interval.
Within every time interval the control algorithm is ued on an optimization problem which is solved. The optimization problem considers a given set of devices Dev. For each device it is given how much it can match and for which costs. The goal is to find a mix of match sources with the lowest costs.
To model this problem, decission variables x i are introduced which express the amount of matching of device i ∈ Dev. These variables are used for both heat and electricity. However, since the ratio of matching heat and electricity is not always one, two multiplication factors are introduced, one for heat (H i ) and one electricity (E i ), e.g. the heat/electricity ratio of a microCHP is 8 : 1 thus H i = 8 and E i = 1.
The possible values for the variables x i are restricted, e.g. an consuming device is either switched on (in this case x i =0!) or switched off (in this case x i equals to demand of the consumer). Furthermore, the cost function parameters may rely on the concrete value of x i . To model this, for each device i ∈ Dev a set S i of intervals is specified and the variable x i is allowed to take only values from one of these disjoint intervals. Each interval I ij = [F ij , T ij ] ∈ S i specifies a uniform area for the variable x i , in the sense that the costs associated with x i ∈ I ij can be expressed by A ij × x i + B ij . The value A ij expresses the matching costs and B ij the startup costs if x i is chosen from the interval I ij .
The problem of finding a best solution is modelled as an Integer Linear Program (ILP). The objective of the ILP is to minimize the costs while all given heat demand D h and electricity demand D e is matched. This is ensured with constraints in (3) and (4) given below. Furthermore, all values of x i must have a valid value. To ensure this, extra binary decision variables c ij are introduced and every x i is split up into variables x ij for every interval I ∈ S i . With (5) is forced that for every device only one value of c ij is one. The variable c ij which gets one specifies the interval from which x i has to be chosen. Constraint (6) ensures this and leads to only one value of x ij to be nonzero for every device. The value of x i of a device gets defined as the sum of all x ij for that device (2) .
B. Determining costs
The cost function of every device can express 1) the costs of the matching, 2) the costs of state transitions (e.g. startup costs) and 3) costs to steer the behaviour and reach some global objectives. Furthermore, the cost function of a device has to be independent of other devices to get a generic controller.
The matching costs are used to express what the costs of matching are for a certain device only concerning the status of the device itself. For example, the matching costs for electricity import are fixed and for microgenerators almost fixed. However, for buffers the costs fluctuate due to the filling rate. Since a lower filling rate leads to higher costs charging becomes more beneficial.
The costs for state transitions of the devices are used to prevent that costly transition happen too often or at undesirable times. For example, starting a microCHP leads to wearing, starting it often and with short intervals lead to extra wearing. Switching off a device shortly after starting it may even be forbidden (very high costs shortly after starting).
The global optimization objectives act mostly on the electricity import/export from the grid. To steer import/export, the costs of the import/export from the grid can be adjusted: higher costs when less import is preferred or costs depending on the amount of import.
In some scenarios it is desirable to allow a certain mismatch, e.g. during a power cut. In this scenario it is allowed to produce more heat than can be consumed/stored. This heat surplus can be dumped to enable the production of electricity (with a generator) when this is strictly necessary. Surplus energy can be added very easily by adding "abstract" devices for heat surplus/shortage and electricity surplus/shortage without changing the model. Two seperate devices for heat and electricity are used since heat surplus/shortage can be independent from electricity surplus/shortage. Using these devices in normal situation is prevented by defining extreme high costs for them, but this can be adapted in some circumstances. Time (h) Electricity import (kWh) (d) Import with high import prices at 9.00-12.00 and 18.00-22.00 The simulator is based on a model of a grid consisting of multiple houses connected to the grid importing and exporting electricity. Every house consists of producers, buffers and consumers. This model is simular to the model of the house described in section III. A schematic overview of the total model is given in Figure 2 .
The simulator is generic, thus other (new) technologies can added to the simulator. For every house is defined which generators, buffers and consumers are available. Every consumer starts consuming on a certain time (starttime), is switched on for a certain period (runtime) and has a electricity and heat usage profile. The controller can send signals to the producers and consumers to start and stop the devices.
A. Scenarios
Three scenarios are simulated to verify the proposed control methodology. Two of these scenarios are compared with normal operation where there is no objective but supplying the heat demand, just as with a normal thermostate (and heat buffer). The third scenario (islanded situation caused by a power outage) is compared with the results of a dedicated controller for such a situation described in [13] .
The house used in the simulations consists of a microCHP, a Gledhill heatbuffer with 10kWh capacity and a battery with 1kWh capacity. Furthermore, consumers are added with a total electricity consumption of 12.5kWh and heat consumption of 42kWh per day. The consumers consist of appliances present in most houses consuming on reasonable time periods. The overal total consumption and the profiles are based on measurements in normal houses and literature [14] .
The scenarios studied are: 1) Reference scenario where the controller acts like a normal thermostate and microCHP controller. The battery is not used because there is no objective to be met. 2) Local optimizations using a microCHP and the battery to minimize peak imports. 3) Global optimizations using a microCHP and the battery to minimize imports on certain times of the day. 4) Power outage resulting in an islanded situation where the house has to supply its own heat and electricity. The microCHP and battery are used, but there are also consumers switched off and heat may be dumped.
VI. RESULTS
The simulation results of the first three scenarios are given in Figure 3 . Subfigure 3(a) shows the electricity demand, the other three subfigures show the import from the grid. A negative import means an export to the grid. No smart appliances (ability to partly switch off) are used because no good models of these appliances are available and implemented yet. Furthermore, no appliances are switched off (except during the power outage). So the objectives should be reached by using the battery and shift the runtime of the microCHP while all heat and electricity is supplied and there is no energy shortage/surplus. In Subfigure 3(b) the import during normal operation, the first scenario without objective, can be seen. The battery is not used and the microCHP is switched on at the moment the heat buffer reaches the minimum level.
Both the local and global objectives use the electricity import/export prices for optimization. For a local objective the electricity price is calculated based on the state of the house (generator statuses, buffer levels, demand, etc.) and the objective, for the global objective the electricity price is received from a global controller. Part of the local optimization can also be that the cost function of other parts are also changed. The results of the local optimizations, the objective to locally shave peaks above 1500W import, are given in Figure  3(c) . It can be seen that 99% of the import is lower than 1500W. Figure 3(d) gives the results of global optimizations. The objective is to minimize imports during the periods 9.00-12.00 and 17.00-22.00, assuming that the electricity costs are higher in these periods. During the first part of the periods there is no import indicating that the objective is reached. However, during the second part of especially the second period the import is almost normal. This is caused by an empty electricity buffer and the fact that the heat buffer is filled during the first part and therefore the microCHP can not run anymore. After this period with normal imports the microCHP can be started and the import is again zero during the third part of the period.
The result of the Islanded scenario due to a power outage simulation is compared with the results of a dedicated islanded controller described in [13] . This dedicated controller is a proof of concept controlling only the electricity and not taking the heat demand, shortage and surplus into account. The goal of the simulations is verifying wether this generic controller can perform as good as a dedicated controller. The results of this simulation show that the generic controller perform slightly better on all criteria described in [13] for all scenarios. This is because the generic ILP algorithm bases the decision on the complete system state while the dedicated bases decision on a part of the system.
VII. DISCUSSION
The simulation results show that a control of the devices based on objectives can be reached without energy shortage or surplus with most requirements (req) met. All heat and electricity demand is supplied without any discomfort for the residents (req 3 and 4). Altough only one configuration is tested, it may be assumed that the decission algorithm (ILP model) is generic for different configurations and techniques, since no knowledge of the configuration or techniques is incorperated in the model (req 1 and 2) . Furthermore, the algorithm is executed every time interval during the planning interval (req 6). Finally, the controller is able to react on steering signals from the global controller but it can not yet communicate its scheduling freedom and shaving potential back to this controller in a generic way(req 5).
The most important drawback of this implementation of the controlling algorithm is that it decides based on the current status without taking the future into account. The best decision at this moment can have negative implications for future states while e.g. the second best choice may lead to an overall much better performance. Therefore, predictions of future states should be considered as additional input for the model.
A. Future work
To improve the algorithm, predictions of future states should be taken into account. This can be done by 1) extend the ILP by considering multiple time intervals instead of only one time interval or by 2) making a rough planning for a whole day based on predictions and use this planning while scheduling.
The complexity of solving an ILP is high, especially when multiple time intervals are considerd. Furthermore, it has to be solved every time interval. Therefore, a heuristic for solving the model has to be developed to decrease the complexity and to make it possible to implement the application in an embedded and energy efficient controller. The controller, the communication within the house and the additional hardware have to be energy-efficient, otherwise the control uses more energy than it saves.
Since the cost functions define the interaction between devices, cost functions must be adapted for every new configuration and scenario. To simplify determining the cost functions for an arbitrary technology and configuration, guidelines for the cost functions have to be obtained. These guidelines can also be used in a generic way to determine and communicate the scheduling freedom and shaving potential to the global controller. He is working in a research group that investigates the possibilities of increasing energy efficiency using embedded control, mainly via optimization and control algorithms. His research focus is on algorithms to optimize energy streams within a house. His research interests include energy efficiency, mathematical modelling and optimizations, algorithm development and embedded hardware.
